1. Introduction

Despite its importance as a potent greenhouse gas (IPCC, 2007), methane (CH₄) has large emission flux uncertainties from well-known sources, like fossil fuel industrial emissions (Peischl et al., 2013), and even larger uncertainties from many sources that are potentially important, but poorly characterized including marine geology and hydrates (Kvenvolden and Rogers, 2005), and submerged Arctic permafrost (Shakhova et al., 2013). These uncertainties arise in part due to the paucity of measurements, highlighting the need for new technologies to measure emission fluxes, particularly approaches that can remotely sense and quantify emissions and have a monitoring capability spanning a wide range of time periods, characterizing variability on sub-second to annual and longer timescales.

Various approaches have been developed to measure bubble fluxes from marine seeps including active acoustics (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2010), video (Mastepanov et al., 2008), direct flux measurements based on flow (Leifer et al., 2004), gas capture (Washburn et al., 2005; Leifer, 2015), and passive acoustics (Leifer and Tang, 2007). Benefits of passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) are low cost, wide bandwidth (i.e., sensitive over large ranges of bubble size and flow rates), manageable data rates, and remote monitoring. Distant seepage emissions whose precise location is uncertain or variable. Significant analytic and technical capabilities have been developed for PAM of cetaceans (e.g., Wiggins, 2003; Zimmer, 2011) and marine sounds such as ships (e.g., McDonald et al., 2006; McKenna et al., 2012) which can be applied to marine seeps.

Several PAM features are highly advantageous for application to long-term marine seep monitoring. Specifically, seaborn is known to exhibit spatial variability, with vents activating and de-activating (Boles et al., 2001; Leifer et al., 2004). Thus, a fixed monitoring system, like direct flux-measurement that covers a fixed footprint or video, would characterize spatial emission variability as purely...
temporal. Although passive acoustic recorders often are fixed spatially, acoustic energy is received from various ranges allowing triangulating with multiple sensors to localize and discriminate between sources (e.g., Wiggins et al., 2013).

Seep bubble PAM primarily records the bubble formation sound, which occurs due to pinching off for low emission gas flows, and is mechanistically and thus acoustically similar to formation from a capillary tube (Vazquez et al., 2005; Leifer and Tang, 2007). Low flow produces plumes with narrow bubble size distributions that are well described as Gaussian and are termed minor seeps (Leifer and Boles, 2005a). High flow plumes produce bubbles by fragmentation within a turbulent jet and bubble size distributions that are well characterized by a power law (Leifer and Boles, 2005a; Leifer and Culling, 2010), as their sound is formed by overlapping acoustic emissions of bubbles of varying sizes and hence varying frequencies as well as scattering and acoustic coupling that shifts the formation frequencies (Vazquez et al., 2005; Leifer and Tang, 2007). Finally, plumes of intermediate flow or unusual orifice shapes can have bubble plume size distributions that contain characteristics of both minor and major plumes (Leifer and Culling, 2010). As a result, intermediate plumes are hypothesized to share acoustic characteristics of both minor and major plumes.

For minor plumes, as each bubble forms it generates a sound whose frequency, $f$, is proportional to the bubble equivalent spherical radius, $r$, (and pressure, $P_A$) by (Minnaert, 1933):

$$ f = \frac{1}{2\pi r} \sqrt{\frac{3\gamma P_A}{\rho}} \quad (1) $$

where, $\rho$ is seawater density, and $\gamma$ is the heat capacity ratio, $\sim 1.32$, for methane. Based on (1), each recorded bubble frequency provides a volume via its radius that can be counted and summed with other bubbles over time to estimate flux for that plume. Modification to $f$ occurs where bubbles escape within a few bubble radii of each other, allowing acoustic coupling between the two bubbles, which shifts $f$ (Leifer and Tang, 2007). Furthermore, the acoustic source only persists for a few cycles, damping very rapidly thereafter (Leifer and Tang, 2007).

An alternative approach to estimating seep flux has been proposed by Leighton and White (2012) with which they demonstrated using the field and lab data of Leifer and Culling (2010) for minor and major seeps offshore of Santa Barbara, California at the Coal Oil Point seep field. Their approach uses the recorded far-field sound pressure spectrum in a matrix inversion to estimate the bubble generation rate over a range of bubble radii. One of the key parameters to estimating bubble size distributions with this method is to know the distance of the source vent to the hydrophone because the source spectrum magnitude is related to the bubble generation rate magnitude and ultimately the vent flux. Although source-receiver range is straightforward in a laboratory setting and has been used to verify this model (Chen et al., 2012), seabed seepage emissions often arise from numerous vent locations that are not often precisely known and can vary spatially over time. Examples of such sites have been described (Quigley et al., 1999; Leifer and Boles, 2005a; Greinert, 2008; Leifer et al., 2010). Even for more singular emission sites, such as in Sauter et al. (2006), the vent locations may vary spatially over time as the primary migration pathways are activated and de-activated. The solution, therefore, involves an array of appropriately positioned hydrophones to localize source emissions and to provide source spectrum level estimates used in the inversion analysis to derive emission fluxes.

The 22/4b bubble megaplume ($\varepsilon > 10^6$ L d$^{-1}$) is located in the central North Sea (Fig. 1) and is a persistent seepage site since its 1990 blowout (Rehder et al., 1998; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2007, 2015; Leifer and Judd, 2015). The 22/4b plume is comprised of bubbles that originate from hundreds of individual vents largely constrained to the ~20 m diameter bottom of an approximately conical crater at 120 m depth, which has its ~60 m diameter rim at 96 m depth (Fig. 2) (Leifer, 2015). A few of these plumes were of the intense major class and were the primary contributor to the overall seabed flux, estimated at 90 L s$^{-1}$, with significant contribution to overall flux from intermediate flux plumes (Leifer, 2015).

For this study, the 22/4b site provided a test-bed for long-term acoustic observations of a megaplume seep area. Passive observations were made from a protected (viz. trawling) ledge deep in the crater, that was nearby but somewhat separated from bubble plume emissions (Fig. 2). Herein, we present seven months of passive acoustic observations of site 22/4b spanning 2011–2012, which documented significant temporal variability of both cyclical and transient natures. During this period, tidally-related acoustic trends were observed, with several bubble plume emission modes identified.

The most significant temporal change was observed December 2011 when a series of large transient events occurred. The transient events were accompanied by several short acoustic cessation periods followed by a persistent increase in acoustic energy, a change in instrumentation depth, as well as far stronger plume-driven fluid flows. Upon instrumentation retrieval in 2012, a new gash was observed in the nearby crater wall from which escaped a new, very intense major bubble plume (Fig. 3). All these observations are consistent with a strong explosive or eruptive event. Eruptive events are proposed to be important to the formation of common seep related seabed features, pockmarks (Judd and Holland, 2009). The acoustic monitoring data presented herein provide the first detailed look at this violent seepage process, providing insights into understanding pockmark formation processes and their relationship to seabed CH$_4$ emission.

2. Methods

2.1. Long-term monitoring of 22/4b

Seepage is known to vary on a range of timescales from sub-second (Leifer et al., 2004) to decadal (Bradley et al., 2010). To assess seep activity and variability at the 22/4b site, long-term monitoring was employed from an autonomous seafloor-mounted platform, the Benthic Lander (Linke, 2011 – Fig. 4). The lander was equipped with a passive broad-band hydrophone to record a wide range of sounds continuously with high temporal resolution; an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) to record vertical and horizontal ocean currents as a function of depth; and a conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) sensor to record seabed water salinity, temperature, and pressure (proxy for depth and tidal height). Two landers were deployed sequentially at the same location from 7 June 2011 to 9 September 2011 and from 9 September 2011 to 19 April 2012 at 57° 55.401′N, 01° 37.938′E by lowering on a cable from the Dutch survey vessel S/V Noordhoek Pathfinder and then guided by a Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) to a small ledge inside the crater at ~112 m depth (Fig. 2). During deployment of both landers, ROV video showed an apparent lack of seepage in the lander’s immediate vicinity, although several small plumes were noted a few meters distant.

2.2. Passive acoustic monitoring

To monitor underwater sounds over long periods near the bottom of the 22/4b site crater, a High-frequency Acoustic Recording Package (HARP) data logger, battery, and hydrophone were attached to a Benthic Lander. The two sequential deployments provided two continuous acoustic recordings for over three and four months, respectively. The HARP instrument is described in Wiggins
and Hildebrand (2007). In brief, HARPs record broad-band underwater sound at 200,000 samples s$^{-1}$ with an effective bandwidth from 10 Hz to 100 kHz and $\sim$10 months of continuous data storage onto an array of large capacity 2.5’’ laptop-type computer hard disk drives. Each HARP is laboratory calibrated to provide a quantitative record of the received sound field. Representative data loggers and hydrophones also have been calibrated at the U.S. Navy’s TRANDEC facility in San Diego, California to verify the laboratory calibrations. For both deployments, the hydrophone was mounted 0.65 m above the seafloor, horizontally within the Benthic Lander frame above the syntactic flotation (Fig. 4).

### 2.3. Acoustic data analysis

Two acoustic datasets were recorded from 13 June to 9 September 2011 and from 9 September 2011 to 8 January 2012. Upon recovery, HARP data disks were removed from the instrument and processed for quality evaluation, archiving, and analysis. HARP data were recorded in a compressed format sequentially to 16 individual hard disk drives. An exact copy of the data from each HARP hard disk was made into a single large (120 GB or 320 GB) file disk image. Then, data from each disk image were uncompressed and saved into many smaller ($\sim$1 GB) XWAV files. XWAVs are an enhanced version of the standard loss-less audio format, wav, and include additional meta-data such as data timing, location, and instrument and experiment identification. In addition to full band (100 kHz) data, decimated XWAVs were generated using a factor of 8 and 100 resulting in datasets with 12.5 kHz and 1 kHz bandwidth, respectively. These decimated datasets allow for less computationally intensive, and therefore more efficient, data analysis for low-to mid-frequency sounds.

Long-term spectral averages (LTSAs) were computed for the full band and decimated datasets and are an efficient means of evaluating long periods of acoustic data (see Wiggins and Hildebrand,
2007). LTSAs are spectrograms with each time slice typically covering a window of many seconds (5 s for analysis here) that consist of an average of many (1000 for the full band and 125 for the decimated data), non-overlapping, fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). FFTs were calculated using Welch’s method (Welch, 1967) with Hanning windows. LTSA spectral averaging allows hours-long to days-long spectrograms to be displayed and analyzed. In addition, LTSAs provide a graphical means to access the original data easily as waveforms, spectra, and standard spectrograms for further fine-scale investigation of sounds of interest. The sets of average spectra comprising the LTSA time slices also can be used as a basis for additional analysis such as calculating and comparing average spectra over various periods from minutes to months.

Average sound pressure spectral levels were calculated for various time intervals, for example, 15-min, 1-h, one-day, one-month, and for a full deployment from the LTSA, but differences were small, so spectral level mean-differenced anomalies were calculated. To provide a single measure of acoustic power anomaly for each interval-average, the spectral level anomalies were averaged across a band of frequency bins of interest, such as 1–3 kHz, which are known to be important for bubble acoustic emissions (Leifer and Tang, 2007). The acoustic anomalies for the different intervals were plotted versus time, superimposed over the LTSA to evaluate changes in acoustic emission energy. The acoustic anomaly, \( A_j \), for each time slice \( j \) was calculated using Equation (2),

\[
A_j = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=f_1}^{f_2} (S_{ij} - \overline{S})
\]

where \( S_{ij} \) is the interval-average sound pressure spectral level matrix, \( \overline{S} \) is the average spectra over the deployment of \( N \) time slices, and \( M \) is the number of frequency bins, \( i \), across the band of interest, \( f_1 \) to \( f_2 \).

LTSAs allow efficient identification of many sounds that are of short duration (<1 ms to >10 s) and repetitive, such as biological sounds from whales and dolphins (e.g., Oleson et al., 2007; Soldevilla et al., 2008; Baumann-Pickering et al., 2010) and anthropogenic sounds, such as from ship echosounders. Alternatively, the acoustic signature from ship propeller bubble cavitation is notably different and appears in LTSAs with much longer durations (minutes to hours) and at low frequencies, often with varying intensity interference patterns (e.g., McKenna et al., 2012). Many natural, abiotic sounds have patterns that occur on even longer timescales (hours to days or longer) such as storms (i.e., rain, wind, breaking waves), underwater currents, and seep bubble emissions. To help separate various natural abiotic sounds, additional ancillary information from other sensors can be used for correlation analysis with the acoustic recordings. For example, wind and rain data from above the sea surface can be compared to the mid-frequency band (∼1000–20,000 Hz), and subsurface pressure and currents from ADCP data can be compared with low frequency (<1000 Hz) sound.

2.4. ADCP monitoring

A Teledyne/RD Instruments Workhorse ADCP (http://www.rdinstruments.com, 01/15/2015) was employed on both landers providing water column fluid velocities from 7 June 2011 to 19 April 2012. The ADCP transmitted 300 kHz, 2-ms pulses every 18 s from its four beams to measure precisely the Doppler frequency shift from pulse echoes off moving particles (passive flow tracers) in the water from near the seafloor to near the sea surface. Water column current speed and direction are estimated from the Doppler shift over a range of depths. Typically, strong upwards vertical fluid velocities, \( V_{up} \), are not expected for a site over 200 km offshore with no positive seabed bathymetric relief to drive \( V_{up} \).
thus, the strong upwelling flows measured at 22/4b (Nauw et al., 2015) clearly relate to bubble-plume processes, specifically the upwelling flow (Leifer et al., 2009). These flow measurements are of fluid motions in the momentum plume surrounding the main plume (Asaeda and Imberger, 1993), because ADCPs cannot measure directly in bubble plumes.

One key ADCP assumption is that the flow field is uniform across the area of the beams (SonTek, 1990). Thus, velocities farther from the ADCP (i.e., shallower) are averaged over a larger volume. The uniform assumption causes erratic velocities when bubbles are present in the volume as they are not passive flow tracers (i.e., scatterers), but have a size-dependent, rise velocity distinct from the fluid’s, and their velocity tends to be highly heterogeneous (i.e., dissimilar in the four beams). Moreover, bubbles are strong sonar targets due to their large water-gas impedance difference, compared to the typical small but far more numerous marine particles, thus the bubble impact on data quality is highly magnified. As a result, the ADCP derives erroneous velocities or no velocity at all from bubble-contaminated data or if bubble scattering prevents a return signal. Based on an assumption of fluid flow continuity, good velocity measurements close in time and space were required to be similar or correlated. Thus, bubble-contaminated data were identified by using a five point square median filter in time and range where velocity vectors more than one standard deviation from the mean were removed from the dataset as outliers.

Given that the momentum plume upwelling flow decreases with distance from the bubble plume (Milgram, 1983), ADCP volumetric averaging implies that derived velocities are lower than the peak velocities in the measurement volume, with greater averaging nearer the sea surface where beam spread is larger. To some extent, spreading of the momentum plume (Wüest et al., 1992) will compensate this effect. In general, the upwelling flow should be strongest right above bubble blanked zones, which is where the ADCP shifts from pinging at bubbles to pinging at the surrounding momentum plume; furthermore, because the ADCP beams are pointed up towards the sea surface, a plume must rise at an angle with horizontal currents, for example from tides, inducing a lateral drift towards and over the ADCP for bubbles to intersect the ADCP beams and cause data blanking. Above the data blanking (bubble) zones, \( V_{up} \) should decrease with height due to both buoyancy loss from bubble dissolution and small bubble detrainment (Leifer et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2015).

### 2.5. CTD monitoring

The CTD used on both landers was a Seabird SBE-16Plus-V2 recording water conductivity, temperature, and pressure measurements once every 5 min located 0.20 m above the seafloor (http://www.seabird.com, 01/15/2015). The pressure sensor was a 7000 m digital-quartz sensor with www.seabird.com, 01/15/2015). The pressure sensor was a 7000 m digital-quartz sensor with \( \mu \text{Pa}^2/\text{Hz} \) until a major event in December (see section 3.3 below). Significantly, recorded summer and fall spectral levels were 10–20 dB higher across the 100 Hz to 10 kHz band compared to many other oceanic sites (e.g., McDonald et al., 2006, 2008; McKenna et al., 2012; Roth et al., 2012). At low frequencies (up to \(~500\) Hz) seismic exploration air guns and ships, when present, were the dominant sources.

Above 500 Hz, spectral levels were elevated with spectral peaks that likely are associated with the seafloor seep system based on the long-term persistent character of the spectra and the absence of any other known sources. Before December, low frequency peaks occurred near 1.0, 1.5, and 2.5 kHz and are broad and poorly defined (Fig. 5). Using the Minnaert (1933) equation (1) for these band peaks and 120 m seabed crater depth, bubble radii would be \(~4–10\) mm, which are much larger than those observed at minor seeps (Leifer, 2010). Prior to October, the higher frequency peaks at 3.1, 3.6, and 5.1 kHz have a narrower bandwidth compared to the lower frequency peaks, and correspond to bubble radii of 3.5 to 2.1 mm, respectively, at 120 m depth, which still are larger than those reported for shallower, smaller seeps offshore of southern California (Leifer and Tang, 2007). In December and January, the main, low-frequency spectral peak was elevated by about 10–15 dB, with the peak shifted downward in frequency and broadened in bandwidth; whereas, many of the spectral peaks above 2 kHz increased in strength while maintaining the same frequency but are less well-defined and appear to be somewhat masked over the frequency band (Fig. 5).

It was not known \( \text{a priori} \) how far away various active vents were from the hydrophone during the recordings and because a hydrophone array was not deployed, direct application of the methods from Leighton and White (2012) cannot be used to estimate vent fluxes. Still, a comparison of the observed spectral levels for the 22/4b site (Fig. 5) with spectral source levels from Leighton and White (2012) is useful in a qualitative manner. For example, Figure 1 from Leighton and White (2012) shows the theoretical...
forward model source level spectra based on Leifer and Culling’s (2010) minor seep (0.57 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$) which is similar to the peaky spectra prior to December (Fig. 5). Although, the spectra for the theoretical minor seep was corrected for range relative to 1 m, its peak levels were about 8 dB lower than June and July for this site (uncorrected for range), suggesting higher flow or multiple vents with similar size bubbles near the hydrophone. Figure 3 from Leighton and White (2012) shows the theoretical forward model source level spectra based on Leifer and Culling’s (2010) major seep (10.4 cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$) which has the elevated and smoother spectral characteristics from December and January at site 22/4b (Fig. 5). Again, 22/4b spectral levels are about 7–8 dB higher than for the theoretical source spectra suggesting higher flow because it is unlikely the source was less than 1 m from the hydrophone based on visual observations of the nearby seafloor during Lander deployment and recovery. However, given that five major seeped plumes were located within 20 m of the hydrophone and were directly quantified at 0.5–3 L s$^{-1}$ (Leifer, 2015), a factor of 50–300 higher than the major seep in Leifer and Culling (2010), and that the total crater seabed flux was estimated at 90 L s$^{-1}$ (Leifer, 2015), higher received levels were expected. The lower than expected levels may be a result of acoustic propagation loss created by signal scattering and interference from the many bubble plumes.

3.2. Long-term spectral averages and acoustic anomalies

LTSAa and daily-mean acoustic anomalies show a pattern of increased and decreased activity over various time scales for the two recording periods (Fig. 6). In the first deployment (June–September; Fig. 6a), there was a slight downward trend in acoustic energy followed in the second deployment (September–January; Fig. 6b) by a larger upward trend until a major event on 8 December raised levels by more than 10 dB. After this event, the average acoustic energy decreased until the end of the recording. Events lasting a few days, such as the peaks around 24 July and 28 August, often were related to nearby storm wind events; whereas, the single day events on 10 and 18 September were from the support ship while it was near the deployment site. Semi-diurnal events during July and early August appear as vertical striations in the LTSA and are correlated with local tides such that acoustic level highs occur when the sea level is high (see Supplemental material, Figs. S2–S4). As this pattern weakens, a strong diurnal pattern is apparent and continues into November. Also, an increase in levels for the band around $\sim 2.2$ kHz are observed in the second deployment (late September through early December; Fig. 6b) by a larger upward trend until a major event on 8 December. After a few more seconds, the acoustic energy decreased rapidly to pre-eruption levels and remained at those levels for about 1 s before another short-lived eruption of similar strength to the initial burst occurred (20:20:24), which only lasted $\sim 1$ s. Although energy in the 1–3 kHz band remained constant for the next 3 s, across the broader frequency range, it remained slightly elevated with occasional pulses. At $\sim 12$ s after the initial pulse ($\sim 20:20:28$), energy in the 1–3 kHz band decreased by almost 20 dB below pre-eruption levels, while the energy at higher frequencies was steady or slightly increasing.

After the event ($\sim 20:20:40$), the broad-band sound levels return to quasi steady-state but at far higher levels than before the event, including new emissions at frequencies well above 3 kHz. Although an increase in acoustic strength can arise from an increase in emissions or a decrease in spatial distance, the appearance of emission at higher frequencies signifies a real change in seepage and almost certainly is related to activation of more energetic vents or transformation of lower energy vents to higher emission vents, such as would have been created by the eruption. Higher emission vents produce bubbles spanning a wider size range, including smaller bubbles that require more energy to form (Leifer, 2010), and thus would produce higher frequency components.

3.4. ADCP long-term and event 8 December 2011

Strong upward vertical fluid velocities are proportional to the integrated emission of the bubble plume (Leifer et al., 2009), and thus changes in emission manifest as changes in the upwelling flow. Coincident with the acoustic event observed on 8 December there was a dramatic increase in the upwelling flow, and also evidence that the upwelling flow began to penetrate to almost the sea surface (Fig. 8). Data blanking indicates where bubbles drifted into the ADCP data, a phenomenon that also became far more extensive after the 8 December event, when values of $V_{up}$ to 1.5 m s$^{-1}$ were observed.

In fall 2011, during the second deployment, there was a significant increase in $V_{up}$ and less data blanking in the upper water column than during the first deployment in the summer 2011 (Fig. 8). These changes most likely arose because the two landers were at slightly different locations and orientations relative to the seep bubble plumes (Nauw et al., 2015).

Monthly-averaged upwelling velocity probabilities, $P_{V_{up}}$, were calculated to identify seepage-driven changes with time (Fig. 9) and showed the strongest $V_{up}$ was between depths of 15 and 70 m; whereas, the minimum $V_{up}$ was at 30–35 m (i.e., the thermocline). Changes in the upwelling probability distribution are indicators of changes in the seepage emission spatial distribution and strength. $P_{V_{up}}$ was calculated with no overlap and data blanked samples and outliers were not included in the $P_{V_{up}}$ calculation.

Monthly $P_{V_{up}}$ show patterns in each season and significant differences before and after the 8 December event. Summer $P_{V_{up}}$ was dominated by a weak upwelling flow throughout most of the deeper water column (Fig. 9, feature a), and a secondary stronger $V_{up}$ “branch” beginning in the lower water-column (Fig. 9, feature b). This secondary branch rapidly accelerates through the water column, before leaving the ADCP beams at $\sim 60$ m. This branch pattern, does not match with the strong upper water column (<30 m) pattern (Fig. 9, feature c) where the main plume had drifted over the ADCP (as indicated by blanking – Fig. 8). These patterns are consistent with the ADCP mapping momentum flows for two distinct plumes, and is consistent with sonar data showing two or three dominant plumes comprising the megaplume (Schneider von Deimling et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2015).

Through November, the weak upwelling “core” decreased continuously in probability (Fig. 9, feature a), while upper water-
column upwelling strengthened near the sea surface. The early summer branch (Fig. 9, feature b) was joined in August by a secondary branch (Fig. 9, feature d), with both branches increasing in probability. By November, the central weak feature (Fig. 9, feature a) had weakened to the point of almost disappearing. This trend suggests the site shifted from emissions dominated by a single plume to one dominated by many plumes.

Peak $V_{up}$ was around the thermocline (Fig. 9, feature c) from summer to November. However, starting in December, the strongest $V_{up}$ was $\sim$10 m below the sea surface (Fig. 9, feature e). In addition, a strong upwelling flow continued at the thermocline (Fig. 9, feature f); and at a significantly higher $V_{up}$ than in autumn and summer. This thermocline core decreased in strength over the winter into the late spring (Fig. 9, feature f). A significant weakening in $V_{up}$ also appeared in March 2012 with the reappearance of very slight upwelling flows in the bottom 20 m of the water column (Fig. 9, feature g), increasing in probability into April.

A significant change also occurred from near the sea surface. Through the summer until November, near sea surface velocities were zero or close to zero. However, beginning in December, strong $V_{up}$ persisted to at least a few meters from the sea surface (the ADCP does not acquire data to the sea surface, particularly in the presence of strong waves). The penetration of upwelling flows almost to the sea surface demonstrates that significant bubbles were reaching the sea surface. Prior to the 8 December event, upwelling flows did not reach the sea surface, although due to plume advection by tides, which follow a directional ellipse, such flows would
Figure 7. A) High resolution (0.1 s and 10 Hz) spectrogram with base-10 logarithmic frequency axis, corrected for hydrophone transfer function, and B) acoustic anomalies for 1–3 kHz (red) and 30 Hz–100 kHz (black) bands from just before to just after 8 December 2011 eruptive event. 0 dB is energy before the eruption. The spectrogram was calculated with non-overlapping 0.1 s Hanning windows (10 Hz resolution) and was plotted from 30 Hz to 100 kHz. Acoustic anomalies were calculated using Equation (2) except the sound pressure spectral level matrix, $S_{ij}$, was the high resolution spectrogram and the average spectra, $S_{i}$, was calculated from an earlier period at 20:19:00. High frequency, narrow pulses at 20:25.5 and 20:43.5 are pings from the ADCP. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

have passed through the beam at some point during the tidal cycle. Furthermore, the absence of a strong upwelling flow was consistent with visual observations at the sea surface during the September field trip (Leifer and Judd, 2015; Nauw et al., 2015).

The event on 8 December corresponded closely in time with significantly higher $V_{up}$ (Fig. 10A), which also correlated with greater data blanking. Data blanking requires current advection of the bubble plume into the ADCP beam, and thus was modulated by the tidal cycle. Data blanking events occurred consistently with a loose correlation between the highest upwelling flow; however, they did not immediately occur strongly right after the eruptive event, blanking only a few meters near the seabed. Upwelling flows were stronger at 12:00 9 December, as was data blanking extent, but less than subsequent data blanking events that extended to ~80 m depth. The data blanking on 15:00 10 December lasted far longer (~6 h) and started deeper (~109 m) than the earlier data blanking events after the blowout. The significant increase in depth of the data blanking implies the source was closer, which also was consistent with the longer blanking (bubbles in the ADCP beams over a larger portion of the tidal cycle and hence direction). The latter two noted blanking events corresponded to horizontal flows with a strong north current, while the first two after the 8 December event corresponded to stronger horizontal east currents (Fig. 10A). Thus, the upwelling flow corresponds to different sources. Data blanking was a persistent feature through March 2012.

Figure 8. Upwelling velocity from ADCP data for both deployments. Velocities restricted to the range $-1$ to 1 m s$^{-1}$ with scale on right. White regions are data blanked from bubble contamination. Downward arrow indicates 8 December 2011 event, and dotted line delineates the two lander deployments.
3.5. CTD and ROV observations

The CTDs provided a record of pressure (i.e., depth) over the deployments showing a rising and falling pattern correlated with the changing tides. The 8 December event clearly was recorded by the CTD as a large depth increase (∼6 m) of the Benthic Lander (Fig. 10B). Close inspection of the event showed that the lander depth lifted by ∼1 m for several hours before the abrupt ∼6 m drop at 20:20, followed by an additional elevation drop of almost 1 m in the following few hours to a final depth of 118.5 m. Additionally, the CTDs’ salinity recordings (not shown) indicated a decrease to less than 31.5 parts per thousand (ppt) lasting ∼14 h.
following the change in lander depth after which it rebounded to 33 ppt for nearly 2 weeks before returning to pre-event levels ~34 ppt.

Also consistent with interpretation of the 8 December event as an eruptive event were seabed crater morphology changes observed by an ROV in autumn 2012 (Linke, 2012), which documented a new jagged rift in the crater wall (Fig. 3). There were no such sharp crater wall features observed in fall 2011 during the video survey (Leifer, 2015; Schneider von Deimling et al., 2015). The new rift was ~1 m deep, ~2 m long, and contained a very strong bubble plume, far stronger than any individual major vent plumes observed in 2011 (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Long-term passive acoustic seep emission monitoring

Marine hydrocarbon seepage varies on a wide range of time scales from sub-second to decadal, thus absent long-term monitoring, extension of short-term flux measurements to longer time scales can be highly problematic. As a result, temporal variability often introduces far greater uncertainty in terms of characterizing site emissions than individual measurements, as observed for direct quantification of major plumes at 22/4b (Leifer, 2015). Additional uncertainty arises from spatial variability where emissions shift between and among vents (Leifer and Boles, 2005b; Greinert, 2008). Passive acoustic monitoring records the bubble formation sound (Minnaert, 1933) allowing long-term emission monitoring, and has been field demonstrated as quantitative for flux observations of minor bubble plumes, including bubble size distributions (Leifer and Tang, 2007). For both minor and major bubble plumes, spectrum levels can be used via an inverse process to estimate bubble size distributions and ultimately seep flux as long as the range from source to receiver is known (Leighton and White, 2012); although, greater uncertainty likely is introduced in seepage areas comprising numerous plumes with distinct bubble size distributions, and possible interferences between seep bubble plume acoustics.

The first step in effective use of PAM for seep monitoring is filtering-out from the recordings sounds unrelated to seepage. These include transient and short-term anthropogenic sources like airguns and ship propulsion and biotic sources like dolphins and porpoises, as well as longer duration natural sounds, such as storms and breaking waves. For example, strong wind events at a site several 100 km distant from 22/4b sometimes were correlated with increased acoustic anomalies, but not always. Examples of all these non-seep-related sounds were in the acoustic recordings and are shown in the Supplemental material.

In this study, PAM has been demonstrated as effective for long-term monitoring of seep emissions and identifying factors that control variability, such as tides and waves, particularly as part of the Benthic Lander. For low flow, minor vents, bubble frequency relates to size, and the formation rate allows derivation of quantitative flux values (Leifer and Tang, 2007). For low and high flow vents, the relationship between acoustic energy and emissions can be estimated if the range between the source and receiver is known, which could be accomplished in future studies with an array of appropriately spaced hydrophones (Leighton and White, 2012). However, in this study only a single omnidirectional hydrophone was used and acoustic energy changes only could be qualitatively analyzed in terms of emission changes. For example, monthly average sound pressure spectra showed that levels and spectral structure remained relatively stable for many months, with variability in the sound pressure identified as relating to tidal cycles.

The acoustic anomaly was correlated positively with tide height on a bi-weekly time scale and elevated acoustic levels occurred during periods of high sea level. Tidal variations have been observed in natural seepage in the Coal Oil Point (COP) seep field and were proposed as resulting from vent activation and deactivation in relationship to the changing hydrostatic pressure (Boles et al., 2001). Although tides also relate to currents, and cross flows influence emissions (Terasaka and Tsuge, 1993) a factor observed in the field (Leifer and Boles, 2005a), emissions from the bottom of the 22/4b crater are sheltered from the overlying ocean currents.

The generally low variability of the emissions is consistent with other observations (Boles et al., 2001) and with the resistance model of seepage (Leifer and Boles, 2005a; Leifer and Wilson, 2007). Specifically, the flux is driven by an overpressure above hydrostatic in the subsurface migration system, between a reservoir and the seabed. The flow pathways have a volume that provides a certain capacitance to the system. As a result, high flow systems must have low resistance to migration, with small external pressure changes having little effect on overall flow. In contrast, high resistance, low flow, low capacitance pathways can exhibit very large flow changes, up to activation and deactivation. In a sense, the system has a response time constant analogous to the electronic circuit equivalent of resistance and capacitance. On a finer scale, Leifer (2015) documented high temporal variability for individual vent plumes, including activation and deactivation. Thus, the mechanisms for changes in emission strength (i.e., activation and deactivation) are similar to those of Leifer and Boles (2005b); yet the response is opposite with respect to overpressure and tidal height.

Thus, the lack of high overall variability suggests that individual vent temporal variability may arise from emissions shifting between vents, with overall emissions far more constant than for any individual vent. Given the hundreds of individual vents – 176 vents observed and 440 estimated from the ROV video survey of the crater floor (Leifer, 2015) – contributing to the overall acoustic signature from 22/4b, the change in acoustic signal from spatial shifts likely also averages out with some vents shifting closer and some vents shifting farther. Furthermore, shifts between vents could result in shifts in bubble size distribution. The ROV video survey technicians reported apparent shifting between major vents (deactivation followed by nearby activation) which is consistent with a shell seabed and led to the hypothesis that the 22/4b seabed shares the characteristics of a trickel bed, allowing numerous fluid migration pathways (Leifer, 2015).

4.2. Acoustic monitoring of large transient events

Pockmarks are found widely on all coastal shelves and are manifest evidence of eruptive seepage related events (Judd and Howland, 2009). Most aspects of their formation remain unclear; for example, it is unknown whether they are the result of single or multiple events, or from slow accretionary and erosional processes. Documentation of such elusive events requires either long-term monitoring or luck, and to some extent both.

During a brief scuba diver video survey at a megaplume in the COP seep field, Leifer et al. (2006) observed a sudden gas eruption after a short period when all emissions at the site ceased. The eruptive event lasted about 5 min. Fortuitous transport of the atmospheric methane plume to an onshore air monitoring station allowed estimation of emissions. Short-term monitoring of emissions with a turbine tent at the same megaplume seep area documented a far smaller eruptive event than a major vent, with peak emissions of 200 L s⁻¹ (Leifer and Boles, 2005a). Again, prior to this eruption, which lasted ~5 s, emissions ceased. Emissions at a second turbine tent at the site did not decrease during this period. During the eruption, emissions gyrated wildly by a factor of four, while decreasing rapidly overall until emissions ceased. The
second no-flux period lasted only a short time, and then was followed by emissions rapidly increasing over 1 min in bursts before settling after a final burst that was approximately one-quarter of the emissions of the original burst. Then the system achieved a new, relatively steady-state emission that was more than double the pre-burst emission rate. Emissions then slowly decreased over the short dataset. Leifer and Boles (2005a) interpreted this as a blockage of a major migration pathway, followed by pressure buildup until the blockage suddenly cleared in the eruptive event. This event also depressurized the near seabed reservoir, leading to a cessation rather than diminution of emissions immediately post-eruption for the vents under the tent. The COP seep field blowout characteristics in Leifer and Boles (2005a) show many similarities to the December 2011 acoustic recording for the 22/4b site. The eruption expanded the spectral range from the site by more than an order of magnitude, with strong levels up to 100 kHz, the recording system’s limit. During the temporal Gaussian-shape eruption, which lasted about 5 s, acoustic energy varied dramatically on second and sub-second timescales, similar to the large emission variations observed by Leifer and Boles (2005a). These emission variations occurred over a wide spectral range. There was a short (~1 s) burst after a short (~1 s) near cessation of emissions and then about 3 s later the site emissions crossed almost all frequencies for ~5 s. This would be consistent with depressurization of a shallow reservoir or dominant migration pathway (“main trunk”) with connectivity to most vents in the crater. After the calm, for both the COP field eruption and the 22/4b eruption, emissions increased in a series of eruptive events of approximately similar strength. Finally, the 22/4b eruption stabilized after a final eruption at far higher acoustic levels that extended to far higher frequencies than before the event. This pattern is consistent with the observations by Leifer and Boles (2005a) who proposed that resistance in subsurface migration pathways after the eruptive event were reduced significantly, in part from the eruptive process, and that the reduction in resistance led to higher (measured) flow. Although a spatial shift could explain some or all of the increased acoustic levels, the presence of higher frequencies requires greater fluid dynamic energy to create the smaller-scale interfacial ruptures and formations associated with higher frequency sounds. Further evidence that the acoustic changes corresponded to real emission changes was provided by the ADCP data, which showed an increase in upwelling flows after the acoustic eruption. Although the eruption resulted in the entire lander being repositioned to a deeper portion of the crater, the stronger upwelling flow also penetrated to nearly the sea surface. Because the plume shifts with the tidal ellipse, penetration to the sea surface, as opposed to largely dissipating 10–15 m below the sea surface, could not result from the lander repositioning. The sudden penetration of the upwelling flow to the sea surface in December indicates that far more bubbles were surviving to the sea surface than during the September expedition. Overall, increased upwelling flow enhances bubble survival (Leifer et al., 2015) and allows smaller bubbles to reach the sea surface than for the weaker upwelling flows during the fall expedition, and before the eruptive event. However, to explain observations, Leifer et al. (2015) and Schneider von Deimling et al. (2015) hypothesized new mechanisms that would enhanced gas exchange rates in megaplanes, with the implication that solely increasing emissions leads to more rapid dissolution and is self-limiting. However, if as a result of the event, the bubble size distribution included far more large and very large bubbles, the driving buoyancy flux would persist to shallower depths. This would likely lead to greater direct methane transport to the atmosphere and also indirect methane transport to the sea surface by the upwelling flow of methane saturated waters. This eruptive event likely destroyed in part or completely the ledge where the lander was deployed and likely was related to the new sharp feature observed on the crater wall. The absence of any previous such sharp seafloor crater features in fall 2011 deployment indicates that there must be erosive processes that slowly soften and eventually erase sharp features. After the event, acoustic data were collected for an additional month during which acoustic energy slowly but significantly decreased. This appears superimposed on a longer time-scale trend of decreasing acoustic energy during the summer followed by slowly strengthening acoustic emissions during fall. The fall increase in acoustic emission corresponded to an increase in upwelling flow. 4.3. Long-term acoustic seep emission monitoring and seasonal oceanography Distinct “seasonal” emissions characteristics were observed in the ADCP and seabed PAM recordings, which correspond loosely to important seasonal changes in the North Sea oceanography. Because the fluid and acoustic observations presented herein relate to seabed processes, the important North Sea oceanographic changes are those related to transfer of surface energy (winds and waves and storms) to the lower water column, a factor strongly controlled by the presence or absence of the thermocline. For much of the year, a strong thermocline is present from the late spring until mid-fall (Nauw et al., 2015), driven by the balance between tidal and wind-driven mixing and buoyancy generation by solar heating. Fronts that move slowly northwards develop at the transition between fully-mixed waters and stratified waters, typically passing 22/4b in November, after which the water column is fully mixed. Although the North Sea is well known for storminess, the summer is relatively calm (Nauw et al., 2015). Beginning in autumn, storms begin to track frequently through the northern North Sea, continuing until spring and increasing in intensity during the winter months. Finally, in April/May, these storms decrease in intensity concomitant with the return of stratified conditions. Initially, autumn storms affect only the upper water column, with the thermocline shielding the seabed. But eventually, breakdown of the thermocline due to increasing storm intensity leads to a well-mixed water column and concomitant momentum and heat transfer across the water column. In 2011, the stormy season started with several short-lived, relatively weak storms in October, while November was relatively quiescent. Finally, in December the weather became dominated by very strong storms that continued until mid-late April. These summer, fall, and winter seasons were accompanied by an increase in the strength of horizontal currents, particularly the north–south component in the deeper water column, respectively (Nauw et al., 2015). Winter upwelling flows penetrated all the way to the sea surface and exhibited a probability distribution distinctly different from those during summer and fall. In the summer, the flow pattern of weak upwelling to the thermocline is consistent with stratification presenting a significant barrier to the momentum plume. High velocities at the thermocline likely relate to instabilities in the interaction with the upwelling flow and the thermocline. In contrast, the lack of stratification is consistent with coherency of the momentum plume right to the sea surface. ADCP data showed indications of a reformation of the summer pattern near the seabed (Fig. 9, feature “g”), consistent with the storm data that showed the end of the winter storms in early April (Nauw et al., 2015). Storms should affect and increase emissions, through hydrostatic pressure variations on the seabed, as well as the potential for storm currents to induce seabed scouring. Such behavior has been noted in the COP seep field where field-wide emissions increased during and immediately after storms (Leifer, unpublished data).
data). Overall acoustic energy (Fig. 5) showed three seasons in agreement with storms and ADCP current and upwelling data, a calm summer (Jun–Aug), a more active fall (Oct–Nov), and a far more active winter (Dec. and Jan.). Although some of the spectral differences could relate to greater seabed sound levels from moving sediments, the acoustic bubble emission modes (i.e., spectral peaks from 1 to 5 kHz and higher) all increased between the seasons suggesting stronger emissions. This in consistent with increased upwelling flow patterns for these three seasons, that suggests greater emissions in fall than summer. Given the significance of the 8 December event, overall winter acoustic emissions cannot be interpreted in a seasonal context; however, acoustic emissions increased during the last week of November and the first week of December (Fig. 6), when the first large storms arrived at the 22/4b site (Nauw et al., 2015).

5. Conclusion

Long-term acoustic monitoring of seafloor seeps in the North Sea shows variability on a wide range of time scales providing detailed information on seep activity including tidal influences and a major eruption on 8 December 2011. Spectral peaks from 1 kHz to >5 kHz persisted over much of the deployments, likely originating from multiple vents. The eruption, while lasting only a few seconds, was highly energetic and resulted in long-lasting elevated sound levels from 1 to 100 kHz, with the increased levels at high frequencies suggesting seep change associated with highly energetic vents. Post-eruption spectral levels in the 1–10 kHz band were elevated by ~10 dB.

Concurrent water column measurements of fluid velocity, pressure, and salinity also documented the 8 December eruption, overall winter acoustic emissions cannot be interpreted in a seasonal context; however, acoustic emissions increased during the last week of November and the first week of December (Fig. 6), when the first large storms arrived at the 22/4b site (Nauw et al., 2015).
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